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Make and Interpret

ES2

Ruby bought a few school supplies for her children. She made a note of the purchases
she made. Read the data, make a line plot, and answer the questions below.
Backpacks

Crayon boxes

2

3

Pencil cases

Notebooks

3

5

Ruby’s Purchases
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Ruby purchase in total?
1) How many notebooks did

2) Which items were purchased in equal
quantities?
3) How many items did she purchase in all?
4) How many crayon boxes and pencil cases did
Ruby purchase altogether?
5) How many fewer backpacks were purchased than
notebooks?
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Answer Key

Make and Interpret

ES2

Ruby bought a few school supplies for her children. She made a note of the purchases
she made. Read the data, make a line plot, and answer the questions below.
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Ruby purchase in total?
1) How many notebooks did

2) Which items were purchased in equal
quantities?

5 notebooks
Crayon boxes & Pencil cases

3) How many items did she purchase in all?

13 items

4) How many crayon boxes and pencil cases did
Ruby purchase altogether?

6 items

5) How many fewer backpacks were purchased than
notebooks?
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